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Patron reaction to the iCOMPEL system has been
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so good that the association is planning to expand

much time the people at the association spent

it into another room at the hall.
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While iCOMPEL accomplished its original
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mission of saving time, it has also brought about
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He explained how digital signage content (ticket

I really liked the flexibility of the iCOMPEL

information for the different groups) could be

system. It has multiple zones and if I want to
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system,"explains Mr. Wall. "It has multiple zones
and if I want to add live feeds, local news, the time,
etc., I can. This was my first experience with Black
Box but not my first with digital signage. So I
called Tech Support before we bought the system to
make sure it would do what we wanted. And it
does."
Visually entertaining and a money maker
The original plan included six 26" monitors
mounted around the hall to display game
information. Soon 6 monitors became 10 monitors.
Then, as Mr. Wall was installing security cameras,
the idea came up to install cameras for live feeds of
the bingo blower so patrons could see the ball
capture. That led to another 12 monitors mounted
around the hall, for a total of 22. The reaction so
far has been tremendous. "It's visual
entertainment," says Mr. Wall.

